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Higher Education reforms 

Question

Mr Fintan: We have been working with Universities Australia and the universities that are 
providing the data and we are expecting to receive the data by 24 October.
Senator O'NEILL: What is the format required for the submissions?
Mr Fintan: I would have sake that on notice. I understand that there is a template that the 
consultants are using that universities have been asked to complete.
.....
Senator O'NEILL: When it is collected will the universities be able to receive it?
Senator Birmingham: That probably is in alignment with the question about whether it will be 
made public. If the information is financially sensitive it is probably financially sensitive across 
the universities, almost more than in any other particular way. So it would not be shared with 
universities, I imagine, unless we were intending to make a public. I have said we will take 
that on notice, because I am not aware off-hand what sensitivities the universities have to 
that.
Senator O'NEILL: Did the minister receive any correspondence raising concerns about this 
process?
Mr Learmonth: Yes, there was a letter from Universities Australia that went to both the time 
frame and questions about interpretation of some of the items in the survey. We immediately 
met with Universities Australia and worked with them—we formed a reference group with 
Universities Australia to assist with the process. As a consequence, we have improved the 
guidance and definitions of terms, so universities understand what is being asked, to the 
extent there was ambiguity in the original construct. And we have extended the time frame by 
two weeks.
Senator O'NEILL: Can the correspondence be tabled?
Mr Learmonth: I will take that on notice. 

Answer

The cost of delivery study requests that universities fill out a spreadsheet template with 
information on staffing levels, costs, and division of time between different levels of course 
and fields of education. A reference group convened by Universities Australia with 
representation from the Department of Education and Training and Deloitte ensures that 
respondents adopt a consistent methodology in their reporting.

Universities Australia wrote to the Minister on 12 September 2016 (Attachment A).
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The department wrote to Universities Australia on 14 September (Attachment B) and 
agreed to meet to discuss the issues raised in the letter of 12 September. As a result of 
these discussions the department agreed to:
 extend the deadline for submission of data by two weeks

 participate in a reference group established by Universities Australia to assist with the 
collection of this data

 use only a sample of universities

 provide assurance on the confidentiality of data.

This was conveyed to Vice Chancellors on 15 September 2016 via email (Attachment C). 
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Attachment A
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Attachment B
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Attachment C

[Sent via email]

Vice Chancellor,

I write with regard to correspondence of 1 September 2016 from Dom English seeking your 
universities input to the review of the cost of delivery of higher education.  As has been the 
case throughout recent policy development processes, the department remains committed to 
an open, constructive and ongoing dialogue about reform priorities and the funding 
arrangements for the sector. 

Accordingly, and in consultation with Universities Australia (UA), I am able to provide the 
following clarifications and assurances with regards to this important task: 

 Given the difficulties for some universities to extract this level of data, the department 
is willing to accept a representative sample of universities to participate in this costing 
activity. We expect at least half the sector to take part, comprising a representative 
cross section of all universities. 

 I acknowledge that the department’s data request coincides with peak university 
budgeting periods. With this in mind, the department will extend the timeframe for this 
data collection until cob 24 October 2016. Please note that this is a hard deadline 
and no further extensions can be granted.

 In order to ensure the return of data is consistent across the sector, the department 
supports UA’s proposal to establish a reference group to assist with the data 
collection process. This reference group will be chaired by UA and will include 
relevant representatives from participating universities, the department and the 
external consultant the department expects to have commissioned by 16 September 
2016. The first task of this reference group will be to examine how/whether this 
exercise can/should account for other costs beyond teaching and scholarship, such 
as research and community engagement. 

 I appreciate that the data sought by the department is of a sensitive, commercial 
nature. In this regard I can assure you that all data collected will be treated as 
commercial-in-confidence and accordingly, identifiable data will not be shared beyond 
the department and the aforementioned consultant.   

I highly value the sector’s input to the Government’s Driving Innovation, Fairness and 
Excellence in Australian Higher Education policy agenda of which this task will provide a 
significant input. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me to further discuss this issue. 

Mel

Melissa Reardon
Branch Manager
Funding Policy and Legislation Branch
Higher Education Group
Australian Government Department of Education and Training
Phone (02) 6240 8409 


